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INTRODUCTION
K. P. R. Sastry et. al [2] proved a fixed point theorem for four self-mappings on a complete Menger space using compatible, weakly compatible and continuity concepts. Now, this result is extended to six self-mappings and proved under weaker conditions using CLR / JCLR property.
Throughout this paper ¡ and ¡ stand for the set of all reals and the set of all non-negative reals respectively. 
PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC RESULTS
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: ¡¡ is such that is strictly increasing and for some (1, 2) , ( 1) 
Since AL(X) T(X), there is a vX such that .
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Taking n xx and yv in (ii), we get that , , , From this stage, the proof is same given above. Hence, we get that z is a common fixed point of A, B, S, T, L and M in X.
Uniqueness follows trivially. Hence, z is the unique common fixed point of A, B, S, T, L and M in X. Now, by taking L=M=I(the identity mapping on X), we get the following: 1  1  2  2  1  2  2  2  2 , , , (ii) , , , 
